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the converter box converts the digital signal into the analog signal so that it will work with your tv
set. there are two types of converter boxes: a box that converts from the digital signal into the

analog signal, or a box that converts from the analog signal into the digital signal. many converter
boxes have both analog and digital features. a converter box converts the digital signals from the tv

station to an analog signal so that you can see the picture on your tv set. a converter box is also
called a “tv tuner card” because it is a tv tuner or tuner card. it works with your television to convert

the digital signal from the tv station to an analog signal so that you can see the picture on your tv
set. the binding class defines a converterparameter property, and the binding markup extension also
defines a converterparameter property. if this property is set, then the value is passed to the convert
and convertback methods as the parameter argument. even if the instance of the value converter is
shared among several data bindings, the converterparameter can be different to perform somewhat

different conversions. to display these as hexadecimal values in xaml, they must be multiplied by
255, converted to an integer, and then formatted with a specification of x2 in the stringformat

property. the first two tasks (multiplying by 255 and converting to an integer) can be handled by the
value converter. to make the value converter as generalized as possible, the multiplication factor

can be specified with the converterparameter property, which means that it enters the convert and
convertback methods as the parameter argument:
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